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Foundation Trustee and keynote speaker Adlai Wertman addressing 
Foundation donors and grantees

Building Bridges in the 
community
the Jewish Community Foundation 
makes connections.
Building bridges is an important role of a community  
foundation and one that the Jewish Community Foundation 
of los angeles (the Foundation) takes seriously. we seek  
to cultivate long-term partnerships, facilitate unique  
collaborations, and practice focused grantmaking. to 
accomplish all this, we build bridges. we build bridges 
between nonprofits and Foundation donors, we build 
bridges between nonprofits, and we reinvest in the  
community through our strategic grantmaking and  
professional development programs. During the past 60+ 
years, we’ve witnessed how these relationships produce 
significant dividends, including innovative programs  
and opportunities for new growth. 
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What is a community Foundation?
a community foundation is a tax-exempt public charity 
that receives its funds from donors and serves as an 
umbrella to identify and fund initiatives deemed vital 
to the community’s well-being. it provides a platform 
through which people create permanent charitable 
funds that are invested and administered by the foun-
dation, and are used to make grants to nonprofits.

How does the Foundation exemplify a community 
foundation?

Founded in 1954, the Foundation exemplifies the 
role of a community foundation through its deep 
investments and bridge-building activities, all led by 
our trustees. By sharing resources like our funding  
initiatives, knowledge about the community, and  
investment expertise, we simplify the giving process 
for our donors and grant recipients. in addition, our 
educational events bring grantees, donors, and pro-
fessional advisors together to share their combined 
solutions to communal challenges, and a portion of 
our fees support Foundation grants. 

Cutting edge grants support new and innovative  
Jewish programs in los angeles. we encourage  
creative thinkers, social entrepreneurs, and  
innovative organizations to propose significant and 
transformative programs of high visibility and impact.

next stage grants is a pilot capacity-building program 
designed to take los angeles Jewish nonprofits to the 
next stage of their success through unprecedented 
funding and customized, professional coaching.

israel grants support economic development  
and self-sufficiency, and pluralistic Jewish identity 
throughout israel.

general Community grants reflect the Foundation’s 
commitment to tikkun olam (“repairing the world”). 
each year, we focus on a different high-priority  
concern in los angeles. prior focus areas have 
included human trafficking, domestic and sexual 
violence prevention and support, and permanent 
supportive housing for the homeless.

Capital grants support construction of new facilities, 
renovations, and upgrades to existing buildings of  
los angeles Jewish institutions.

5 categories of the Foundation’s Grants:

Israel Grant recipient BINA is a movement at the intersection of Jewish 
pluralism and social action in Israel.
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Building Bridges
Building Bridges between Nonprofits and  
Foundation Donors, and private Family Foundations

every year, we receive thousands of funding requests 
from local, national, and international nonprofits.  
although we can’t distribute grants to all of them, we 
can connect these nonprofits with our donors who 
have expressed a desire to fund specific fields of  
interest. the donors in turn can recommend grants to 
these organizations from their Donor advised Funds, 
endowment Funds, and Family support organizations. 

For example, Sharsheret is a national Jewish orga-
nization that helps women and their families face  
breast cancer. we were able to connect sharsheret 
with the michael & irene Ross Endowment Fund 
and the Erwin Rautenberg Foundation, both of which 
collaborate with the Foundation on their grantmak-
ing. as a result, sharsheret received grants from ross 
and rautenberg, and this funding helped it success-
fully launch its la operations. in addition, we connected 
sharsheret with two funders who were previously 
unaffiliated with the Foundation: Florence & laurence 
Spungen Family Foundation, and los angeles-based 
phase one Foundation, which was founded in 1999 
by Stacy and alberto Valner. these funders then 
awarded sharsheret additional grants. through these 
Foundation-led connections, sharsheret now has the 
resources it needs to grow and thrive, and better 
serve the community.

likewise, we connected the max Factor Family  
Foundation (MFFF)—a private family foundation— 
with several nonprofits. the Foundation’s Center for 
Designed philanthropy advises MFFF on its grantmak-
ing, including facilitating family meetings, providing 
grant recommendations, and drafting grant agree-

ments. since 2015, MFFF has awarded an annual 
grant to one of our Cutting edge grant recipients, 
leveraging the Foundation’s expertise and support to 
increase the influence of their grantmaking. in 2016, 
MFFF awarded a $50,000 grant to the pico Union 
project for its Sanctuary@pico Union initiative, which 
offers programs on spiritual discovery, self-exploration, 
Jewish arts, and social justice.

Building Bridges between Nonprofits

we actively encourage our grant recipients to network 
with each other and to use the vast resources they 
share as a group. For example, we gather our Cutting 
edge grantees several times a year, providing a 
platform for them to exchange ideas and collaborate 
more closely. 

in May 2017, we hosted an appreciation event  
for our Cutting edge grant recipient organizations. 
the event was attended by more than 100  
grantees and donors representing dozens of Jewish 
nonprofits. we held another such event for our  
general Community grant recipients in May 2018, 
attended by more than 120 grantees and donors. 
see photos on pg. 5, and view a video from the 
event at www.jewishfoundationla.org/gcgevent.

Both events enabled donors and grantees to learn 
more about our resources, network in a supportive and  
welcoming environment, and explore new possibilities.

General Community Grant recipients honored at Your Time to Shine event in May 2018

Cutting Edge Grant and MFFF grant recipient Pico Union Project is a 
multi-faith cultural arts center in downtown LA.
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Reinvesting in the community
Professional Development Workshops

For our Cutting edge grant recipients, we provide an 
annual series of professional development workshops 
directed by members of the Foundation’s leadership 
team. the workshops are designed to help our grant-
ees continue their long-term growth and development 
more efficiently and effectively and provide another 
opportunity for grantees to meet and collaborate.

at one these workshops, we connected the USc  
Davis School of Gerontology with chaiVillagela, 
both of which are Cutting edge grant recipients  
focused on seniors. we helped them form a unique 
partnership, enabling them to share resources 
and create collaborative programs to further help 
senior citizens in los angeles.

Next Stage Grants

in 2017, after determining a pressing need for fund-
ing among nonprofits in the Jewish community, the 
Foundation launched its Next Stage Grants, a pilot 
capacity-building program designed to take former 
Cutting edge grant recipients to the next stage of their 

success through unprecedented funding and custom-
ized, professional coaching. next stage grants build 
upon and extend the Foundation’s nationally recog-
nized, decade-plus success in funding los angeles 
Jewish social innovation through its Cutting edge 
grants. since 2006, Cutting edge grants have  
provided more than $17 million to launch over 90 
new and innovative programs and organizations. 

the inaugural next stage grantees include:  
creative community for peace, Etta, Friendship 
circle of los angeles, and Silverlake independent 
Jewish community center.

WHAT IS CAPACITY BUILDING?

Capacity building is a long-term investment in the 
strength of an organization versus supporting specific 
programs. through capacity building, nonprofits are 
better able to fulfill their mission by creating strategic 
plans, improving infrastructure and program delivery, 
developing leadership skills, increasing fundraising 
ability, and evaluating their work.

A professional development workshop addressing “Board Cultivation and Development” was led 
by Baruch Littman, VP, Development (top right); and Steve Gamer, VP, Advancement (top left), in 
March 2018.
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1. Foundation trustees evan schlessinger, sam yebri,
tony Chanin, and adlai wertman, Foundation president & 
Ceo Marvin schotland, and trustee Marcia weiner Mankoff,

 Chair William Feiler, and Trustee lorin Fife
2. lorin & linda Fife and Janet & adlai wertman
3. asher gellis, Jessica nadel, Josh Feffer, and
 ruth hollman
4. Doug Mankoff, Marcia weiner Mankoff, Jennifer Braun,
 pam hirsh, steven hirsh, and Becky tahel Bordo
5. arlene & Myron lieberman
6. rose Contreras, lucia Diaz, warren Fong,
 stephanie powell, and elana wien
7. Mel & susan plutsky
8. Mark hyman and sheryl neuman
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recently seen at an event hosted by the Foundation and its Center for Designed philanthropy:
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